NOTE: If you are using your own laptop, please refer to page 4 of this manual.
Connecting and using the Wireless Presenter

Note: USB Slide Advancer will only work if PowerPoint is in slideshow mode
NOTE: You may have to turn on the laptop’s external video ports by using the Fn key + CRT/LCD key. If you are not able to locate these keys, please refer to your laptop’s manual.
NOTE: You may have to turn on the laptop’s external video ports by using the Fn key + CRT/LCD key. If you are not able to locate these keys, please refer to your laptop’s manual.
Connecting an Apple Laptop with **VGA** cable

- **Apple Laptop**
- **Mini Port**
- **Laptop headphone jack (if audio is necessary)**
- **VGA to Mini adapter**
- **VGA cable**

NOTE: VGA to Mini adapter will need to be checked out from CSC Center Operations Staff
Using the Round Room's PC

1. Power the projector (DISPLAY) ON
2. Select PC
3. Power the Horizon Room PC ON
4. Log In to PC

Guest Account Login

- erguest
- UCSDucsd1

NOTE: If you are using your own laptop to connect to the projector, please refer to page 4 of this manual
Connecting and using the Wireless Presenter

Note: USB Slide Advancer will only work if PowerPoint is in slideshow mode
NOTE: You may have to turn on the laptop’s external video ports by using the Fn key + CRT/LCD. If you are not able to locate these keys, please refer to your laptop’s manual.
NOTE: You may have to turn on the laptop’s external video ports by using the Fn key + CRT/LCD key. If you are not able to locate these keys, please refer to your laptop’s manual.
Connecting an Apple Laptop with **VGA** cable

1. **Apple Laptop**
2. **Mini Port**
3. **Laptop headphone jack (if audio is necessary)**
4. **VGA to Mini adapter**
5. **Audio cable**
6. **VGA cable**
7. **Select Laptop**

**NOTE:** VGA to Mini adapter will need to be checked out from CSC Center Operations Staff.